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www.waistshaperz.com

Waist Shaperz is a leading

It is the go to destination for

online retailer known to

consumers looking for shape

Represent quality and comfort.

wear and waist trainers.

Shaping a stronger you, we’re dedicated to providing our
customers with the most comfortable, highest quality shapewear,
waist cinchers, weight loss products and more. Our foundation is
built on flamboyance and quality coupled with attractive prices.
We ship worldwide and our customers include an exciting mix of
new moms looking for postpartum waist corsets, brides to be
who want to shed few pounds before their big day, women who
want plus size shapewear and over all anyone who wants to live a
healthy lifestyle and get in shape.

What is Waist Training?
Waist training is a gradual process of waist reduction using a
waist-cinching corset or shapewear. The waist training practice
came to prominence in Victorian times but has made something
of a comeback in recent years. Wearing a waist cinching corset,
exercising and eating a healthy diet can radically reduce your
waist size; instantly giving you a beautiful sexy silhouette while
permanently getting rid of unwanted inches around your waist.
The effect of the training cincher is three fold.
 Firstly, it aids to metabolize fat during the training session.
 Secondly, it has a positive psychological effect allowing the
wearer to see what they would look like if they were able to
achieve their goal.
 Lastly it trains your belly area to stay tensed and hence
pulled in.

Top Sellers
 9 Steel Boned Black Latex Waist Trainer
While 9 Steel Boned Black Latex Waist Trainer lends you the perfect
hourglass figure by compressing core and ramping up perspiration, it
also helps in losing weight by releasing toxins and metabolizing fat.
And, since it also restricts your abdominal area, your food intake
automatically reduces during the day.
Made out of high quality, authentic latex, this waist shaper helps
you retain a good form in order to stabilize and strengthen those
target muscles in your core. This is because it effectively focuses on
training your core muscles between ribcage and hips, embracing
front & lower abdominal areas as well.
 Organic Detox Tea
This 100% all-natural detox tea promotes good health as well as
helps in considerable weight loss by 1) consumption of organic foods
and 2) suppressing your appetite.
Acting as a diuretic, this detox tea cleanses your body of excess
sodium, stored up water weight and other waste that hasn’t been
flushed out of your body.
Made out of 100% stimulants, the Organic WaistoxTeatox helps your
body system purge itself of retained toxins. Ginseng, cassia
angustifolia (senna leaf), cinnamon bark, cloves and ginger are some
of the ingredients used in WaistoxTeatox Product.
 Miracle Slimming Patch
Purely natural and 100% herbal, this patch is designed specifically
for those who want to shed weight safely and instantly. Everything
from FucusVericulosus, Flaxseed Oil, Guarana, Semen Cassiatorae,
Zinc Pyruvate, Poria Cocos, ScutellariaBaicalensis, Maythorn, Green
Tea Powder, Immature Bitter Orange to active plant extracts have
gone into the preparation of this Miracle Slimming Patch.

BRAND AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

WHAT IS A BRAND AMBASSADOR?
A Brand Ambassador is a strong influencer within their community and has a robust social
media presence. This person is excited about fashion and passionate about the brand they
represent.

WHAT WOULD I DO AS A BRAND AMBASSADOR?



Represent the Waist Shaperz brand in a positive light.

Increase our social awareness by posting on your social media channels including
Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, You Tube, Twitter.


If you have a blog, post at least once a month.

WHAT DO I GET AS A WAIST SHAPERZ BRAND AMBASSADOR?
To get started, you will get:


Friends & Family discounts all year around





Earn commissions of up to 20%

Get your unique coupon code of 40% off

Giveaways, earn prizes and participate in sweepstakes



Opportunity to represent us at fashion shows

Opportunity to be a contributing writer on our blog

For any inquiries or to apply, please email affiliates@WaistShaperz.com and put 'Brand
Ambassador' in the subject line.
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